
Writing Linear Equations from Situations and Graphs

you wilt be asked to find the slope (m) and the y-intercept (b) of graphs-

of linearbquations in thb form y= mx+ b' Both slope and y-intercept can

be identified from the wording of a probleni.

Reteach

y-intercept, b

. No initial or beginnin$'value mean's

i A nonzero beginning or starti4g means.

b +0.

Example

The concession stand

slope, m

o . A rate indicates sloPe, m.

., A change'pefl some variable;

o increasing (m > 0)
.:

o $ecreasing (m < 0)

't

bought them at a rate of 25 per minute. How long will it take for the

supply to be gone?

What is b? -------y b = 500

What is m and whY is it negative?
' 

,> m =-25, because 25 are

being sold each minute.

Wtrat else do you khow?. pom-Poms are sold.'

Replace the variables in the equation: Y = mx + b 4

has 500 pom-poms before the gdme. The fans

+ ln the equation, Y =.0 when all of the

0 =-25f + 500

t =20 minutes

$Irite the slope, y,intercept, and equation for each situation.

1. The raie begins at a rate of 1.5.meters per second. What distance, d,

is covered after f seconds?

Slope ; y-intercept:

Equation:

Soive for f

2. Fifry azalea plants anive at a flor[sfs shop on the first day of the week'

After that, th.ey anive at an average of 75 plants per day. How many

slope: ; y-intercept:

Ecuatiol
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Class

Writing Linear Equations from a Table
Reteach

A linear relationship can be described using an equation in slope-
intercept form, y= mx + b, where m is the slope and b is the y-intercept.

Recall that the y-intercept b is where the graph of the equation crosses
the y-axis, which is at point (0, b). I '

Ihe table below shows the linear relationship between the hours is takes
to repair a car and the total cost of the repairs, including the cost of the

Text Messages, x 0 10 20 30

Cost'($), y 40.00 42.00 44.00 46.00

Hours
Worked, x

0 325

2 425

4 525' E

b' 625 7

y-intercept:

+100

for the relationship. :

Y=tTtx+b
Y=50x+325

Write an equation in slope-intercept form for each linear relationship.

1. The total'monthly cost, y, for smartphone service depends slope:
on thb number of text messages, x.

equation.

2. The total cost; y, toy ataxi ride depends on the number of slope:
miles traveled, x.

Distance (mi), x 0 1 5 10

Total Gost ($), y 2.50 5.00 15.00 27.50

y-intercept:

equation:

Find changes in x-values and y-values.
Then use the values to find the slope:

chanoe in v-values 1OO
d 
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hIl

change in x-values 2

Using x-values that differ by 1 will require
the least calculation.
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